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Kinetic phase diagram for CO oxidation on Pt(210): Pattern formation
in the hysteresis and oscillation regions

Martin Berdau, Andrzej Karpowicz,a) Georgii G. Yelenin,b) Klaus Christmann,c)

and Jochen H. Blockd)
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 15 May 1995; accepted 14 October 1996!

The reactive behavior of catalytic CO oxidation on Pt~210! is studied by means of combined
reaction rate measurements and photoelectron emission microscopy~PEEM!. These methods allow
an investigation of the phenomena at macroscopic and mesoscopic level, respectively. The external
control parameters~flow rate, CO and oxygen partial pressures, surface temperature and scanning
rates of pressure and temperature! are systematically varied to reveal various reactive regions in
parameter space. Themacroscopicmeasurements for a given temperature and flow rate~under
isothermal conditions! show thatlower pressureslead to a pronouncedclockwise hysteresisin the
production rate of CO2, while increasingpressures cause a systematic narrowing leading to a
crossing of the two hysteresis branches into a region ofcounterclockwise hysteresis. A further
pressure increase leads to macroscopictemporal oscillations. Mesoscopic spatiotemporal
oscillations appear at the same conditions. The resulting macroscopic isothermal kinetic phase
diagram exhibits a cross-shaped characteristic similar to that previously obtained for the Pd~110!
surface. The mesoscopic lateral distribution of CO and oxygen adsorbed on the surface is monitored
with the photoelectron emission microscope during the reaction at isothermal conditions and
different constant oxygen pressures. The observed mesoscopic spatiotemporal patterns, such as
islands, waves, target patterns and spirals, are correlated via the external control parameters with
different regions in the macroscopic isothermal phase diagram. The results are compared with
previous data of CO oxidation on other surfaces, like Pd~110! and Pt~110!. © 1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!00104-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

The catalytic CO oxidation by oxygen on Pt metal sur-
faces~in particular Pt and Pd! can, for a given set of external
control parameters, exhibit nonlinear behavior like bistabil-
ity, self-sustained kinetic oscillations and spatiotemporal pat-
terns, which are indicative of self-organizing processes1 oc-
curring in the course of the reaction.2–4 It has turned out,
however, from a variety of recent studies which focus either
on the observation of temporal oscillations on the macro-
scopic scale4,5 or spatiotemporal oscillations on the mesos-
copic scale6–9 that even the supposedly simple heteroge-
neous CO oxidation holds a complexity that is far from being
understood.

In this situation a useful and, in our opinion, necessary
aid for any further considerations or suggestions of kinetic
models etc. is a reliable chart of the monostable, bistable,
and oscillatory regions in parameter space. In other words,
any laboratory group that exposes, for instance, a Pd~110!
surface to a given mixture of CO and oxygen at a fixed
temperature should readily observe the reactive behavior pre-

dicted in such a chart for this set of external control param-
eters.

In a previously published article5 we reported an experi-
mentally determined macroscopic isothermal kinetic phase
diagram for CO oxidation on Pd~110! and could therein
clearly separate the regions of monostability, bistability, and
temporal oscillations. Since the regions of hysteresis and os-
cillations reveal a characteristic shape this diagram is re-
ferred to as across-shaped phase diagram.10 For a detailed
description of the term ‘‘phase diagram’’ in this context, we
refer to the aforementioned previous work on Pd~110! ~Ref.
5! and original articles by Schlo¨gl.11,12

Recently a variety of experimental systems and theoreti-
cal models have been investigated which account for these
cross-shaped phase diagrams.13–16The present work will re-
strict its focus to the determination of an isothermal phase
diagram based on the macroscopically observable reaction
rate averaged over the whole single-crystal plane and its cor-
relation to spatiotemporal patterns on the mesoscopic scale.
If the features that make up these structures extend over ar-
eas larger than'10 mm and include areas with different
work functions, their spatiotemporal evolution can be effec-
tively observed with the photoelectron emission microscope
~PEEM!, as shown in previous work.17,18

For sake of clarity we divide the experimentally ob-
served oscillations into two classes~without considering Tur-
ing structures!. Temporal oscillationscan be observed mac-
roscopically as time-dependent variations in the overall
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reaction rate, while duringspatiotemporaloscillations a tem-
poral change of local concentrations in a given surface ele-
ment ~the coverage of CO and oxygen in this case! occur.
Typical examples of spatiotemporal oscillations are trains of
traveling waves, target patterns and spirals on a mesoscopic
scale. In some cases these spatiotemporal patterns do not
produce macroscopically observable oscillations in the prod-
uct yield due to the lack of large-scale synchronization and
the global averaging of different local behavior
~reactivities!.6 The macroscopic temporal oscillations would
ideally be accompanied by mesoscopic spatially homoge-
neous behavior~which is never observed in the present sys-
tem!. The experimental criterion for the existence of an os-
cillatory region in parameter space is the appearance of
macroscopic~temporal! oscillation, without considering the
spatial behavior.

We regardevery structure formed in the investigated
system as a spatiotemporal pattern. Thus we classify growing
islands as spatiotemporalpatterns, but exactly these struc-
tures are excluded from the phenomena termed spatiotempo-
ral oscillations. This allows us to distinguish easily between
islands as the simplest possible structural pattern, and all
other more complex patterns, which result in oscillatory~or
cyclical! behavior of local elements~in our case alternating
CO and oxygen coverage!.

We understand the experimentally obtained macroscopic
kinetic phase diagram with a bistable and an oscillatory re-
gion in the present context as a cross-shaped phase diagram.
Here it should be noted that the behavior of real systems can
show spatial differences and can be influenced by inhomo-
geneities on a mesoscopic and microscopic scale, while the
term ‘‘cross-shaped phase diagram’’ was introduced with
reference to model calculations for ideal systems with spa-
tially homogeneous behavior and without considering the ap-
pearance of inhomogeneities.10 The main characteristic of a
cross-shaped phase diagram on the macroscopic scale is the
connection between the bistable and oscillatory regions.
Since this characteristic is found in our experimentally deter-
mined macroscopic kinetic phase diagram, we refer to this
diagram as cross-shaped, notwithstanding that the present
theory may not be able to describe the observed lateral be-
havior of the present system on a mesoscopic scale.

To avoid any possible misunderstanding, we also sum-
marize the definitions of terms from nonlinear dynamics as
used in this work. To this end we take into consideration the
experimental results of the present work, but also findings
obtained for the Pt~111! surface which exhibit a surprisingly
simple behavior in the catalytic CO oxidation.19,20These in-
vestigations show that the experimentally observed hyster-
esis is not well described by simulations used at present.21–23

A typical approach in model calculations is to use reaction
terms to describemacroscopicbehavior, including bistabil-
ity, and to simulatemesoscopiclateral behavior by adding
diffusion terms to the system of equations. Zhdanov and
Kasemo21 considered the CO oxidation on Pt~111! and ob-
tained apoint of equistability, if they took diffusion terms
into account; they conclude that, for a sufficiently slow scan
rate of a selected external control parameter, any macro-

scopic hysteresis must vanish, if the induction time is com-
parably short and the motion of fronts is fast enough. Con-
trary to this statement, however, are our own experimental
results with Pt~111! ~Refs. 19, 20! which clearly reveal a
persisting hysteresis even for the slowest attainable scan
rates of the external control parameterpCO. Parallel PEEM
studies probing the mesoscopic surface structure and compo-
sition exhibit a whole region of the selected external control
parameter where the velocity of reaction/diffusion fronts
reaches zero~v50! leading to absolutelystationary fronts.
Again, this observation contradicts the results of simulations
which yield stationary reaction/diffusion fronts~v50! only
at a single point of the selected external control parameter
which corresponds to a point of equistability. From this ap-
parent discrepancy we conclude that currently existing mod-
els still describe the macroscopic behavior of a reactive sys-
tem from a too phenomenological point of view, but do not
really disclose the physical origin of an experimentally ob-
served hysteresis for sufficiently slow scan rate. As a result,
such model simulations may be at variance with the behavior
of a real system, in other words, the mesoscopic lateral pat-
terns observed with these systems may significantly deviate
from theoretical predictions. It is thereby felt that the influ-
ence of mesoscopic and microscopic defects is crucial in that
they represent stationary noise which can in turn cause non-
predicted front pinning.24–26

Since the experimental definition of the bistable region
for Pt~111! ~Refs. 19, 20! and Pt~210! seem to be less am-
biguous than that derived from previous model calculations
@Ref. 27; Pt~111!: Ref. 22; Pt~110!: Refs. 28, 29; Pt~210!:
Ref. 30#, we distinguish, if it is necessary, between thecom-
puted and experimental bistable region. The computed
bistable region~region of assisted nucleation! is defined by
saddle-node bifurcations in the so-called S-shaped curve
~see, for example, Refs. 21, 22!. In contrast to this we define
the experimental bistable region in the following way: For all
values of the external control parameters located in anex-
perimental bistable regionof the parameter space the system
has two macroscopic stable steady states. The observed mac-
roscopic stable steady state depends on the pretreatment of
the system~how the bistable region is reached!. A transition
is observed if a control parameter changes to values at which
only the other macroscopic steady state is stable. On a me-
soscopic scale islands represent one type of patterns which
form during the transition between the stable steady states
inside thecomputedbistable region except theexperimental
bistable region. Inside theexperimentalbistable region spa-
tiotemporal patterns are eithernot formed experimentallyor
have a front velocity of zero. On a macroscopic level the
appearance of a clockwise hysteresis with respect to the re-
action rate during a sufficiently slow variation of the CO
pressure is the experimental indication of the existence of an
experimental bistable region. We call that hysteresistrue
which experimentally does remain for sufficiently low scan-
ning rates of pressure or temperature. On the mesoscopic
level the experimental bistable region can be delimited by
determining the pressure interval in which islands do not
appear or change in size.
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To describe the experimental bistable region theoreti-
cally it is, for example, necessary to consider the influence of
mesoscopic and microscopic defects~stationary noise, front
pinning!.24–26 Improved mathematical modeling of CO oxi-
dation on Pt~111! and new simulations31 which have taken
into account the nonhomogeneous nucleation show the exist-
ence of the experimental bistable region inside the region of
assisted nucleation~computed bistability!.

The macroscopic temporal oscillations in the CO2 reac-
tion rate were investigated in detail by Ehsasiet al.32 who
determined, among others, the range of external control pa-
rameters which lead to oscillations on the Pt~210! surface,
namely, 1026<pCO<1023 Torr, 431024<pO2<431022

Torr, 290<T<430 K. In their work Ehsasiet al. reported
indeed fast macroscopic temporal oscillations with a period
of a few seconds, but also slow macroscopic temporal oscil-
lations with a longer period of some hundred seconds. These
macroscopic temporal oscillations could also be observed in
the present investigations. Since the respective oscillations
were characterized in great detail in Ref. 32, we confine our-
selves to their mere description here and do not present fur-
ther experimental information.

During hysteresis measurements for CO oxidation on
Pd~110! it was observed, at parameter values for which the
hysteresis changes from clockwise to counterclockwise ori-
entation, that an extension of the CO pressure cycling time to
much slower scans causes macroscopic temporal oscillations
to appear@Fig. 5 in Ref. 5 and unpublished results~Ref. 33!#.
A ‘‘crossing’’ of the hysteresis from clockwise to counter-
clockwise orientation is therefore believed to be an indica-
tion of the possible existence of macroscopic temporal oscil-
lations. Additionally, at higher pressures, the present system
shows a clockwise hysteresis atfast scans for external con-
trol parameters at which macroscopic temporal oscillations
are observed in the reaction rate atslow scans.

II. EXPERIMENT

As most of the experimental techniques are described in
previous publications, only a brief outline of the setup and
the standard methods for monitoring reactive behavior is
given in the present work. More detail is provided on the
photoelectron emission microscope, which allows surface
processes to be directly imaged in real time~video fre-
quency, full frame 40 ms, half frame 20 ms! with lateral
resolution in themm range.

The experiments were performed in a stainless-steel ul-
trahigh vacuum~UHV! system with an effective volume of
approximately 30l . A sophisticated pressure regulating sys-
tem described elsewhere19 allows a precise and reproducible
control of the~constant! CO and oxygen partial pressurespi ,
while the flow rateF is regulated by means of a gate valve.
The sample temperatureT could be controlled to within 0.1
K.

The photoelectron emission microscope developed by
Engelet al.17 is a useful tool for imaging photoelectron cur-
rents for the evaluation of mesoscopic surface defects and
adsorbate structures~CO and oxygen islands, waves, target

patterns, spirals, etc.!. The metal sample is illuminated by
'6.2 eV photons from a 200 W deuterium discharge lamp
~Heraeus D 200!. The ejected photoelectrons—whose current
faithfully follows the work functionF of the illuminated
area—are focused on a channel plate by a three-stage elec-
trostatic lens system and imaged on a phosphorus screen,
yielding a maximum spatial resolution of 0.1mm.17 Surface
regions with a low~high! work function give rise to a large
~small! photocurrent and thus bright~dark! image areas. The
PEEM images are monitored with a CCD camera and stored
on Hi8 videotape~Sony EVO-9500P and EVO-9800P!. A
frame grabber board and specially developed computer soft-
ware allow digitization of each video frame and noise reduc-
tion in the low intensity portions of single-frame images by
averaging over individual frames.

III. RESULTS

The presentation of the results is organized in two main
parts. The first part presents the measurements and results
which are used to construct the macroscopic isothermal ki-
netic phase diagram~cross-shaped phase diagram! for CO
oxidation on Pt~210!. The second part deals with the meso-
scopic observations and characterization of the spatiotempo-
ral patterns that appear in certain regions of the macroscopic
kinetic phase diagram under well-defined conditions.

A. Macroscopic isothermal phase diagram for CO
oxidation on Pt(210)

For the Pd~110! surface a detailed determination has
been made in an exemplary way of an experimental kinetic
phase diagram over an extended region of theexternal con-
trol parameters~flow rateF, CO pressurepCO, oxygen pres-
sure pO2, and surface temperatureT, scanning rate of CO
pressurebCO5dpCO/dt, scanning rate of oxygen pressure
bO2

, scanning rate of temperaturebT!.
5 For relatively low

pressuresthe reactivity of the heterogeneous CO oxidation
can exhibit an experimental bistable region for a given set of
external control parameters, with pronounced hysteresis phe-
nomena in the CO2 production rate. During a scan of the CO
partial pressure, steep transitions between high and low re-
activity occur at different values for increasing~dpCO/dt.0!
and decreasing CO pressure~dpCO/dt,0!. At a fixed gas
flow rate F these values depend sensitively on the oxygen
partial pressurepO2 and the sample temperatureT. In the
experimental macroscopic phase diagrams these transitions
between macroscopic stable steady states of high and low
reactivity provide the boundary lines separating the regions
in which the system exhibits monostable and bistable behav-
ior.

For higher pressuresCO oxidation on Pd~110! exhibits
an oscillatory region, in which macroscopic temporal oscil-
lations in the reaction rate were observed.5 By appropriate
adjustment of external control parameters it was possible to
reproducibly move the system for higher pressures into the
oscillatory region, and for lower pressures into the bistable
region with stationary high or low reactivity. The experimen-
tally obtained lines separating the two monostable regions
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from the bistable and oscillatory regions approach with in-
creasing pressure, until they cross over, whereupon oscilla-
tions occur.

In the following we present detailed experimental data
which allow the construction of the kinetic phase diagram for
CO oxidation on Pt~210! based on the width of the hysteresis
and the observed oscillations at different values of the exter-
nal control parameters. Some useful general definitions intro-
duced in the previous paper5 are repeated here for conve-
nience.

1. Hysteresis during CO oxidation

Figure 1 shows an example of hysteresis on a fairly large
~51 mm2! Pt single crystal with~210! orientation. The reac-
tivity as a function of CO partial pressure for fixed flow rate
F ~85 l /s, also termed pumping speed!, oxygen pressure
~431025 Torr! and sample temperature~413.2 K! was moni-
tored in two independent ways. The first method follows the
hysteresis directly as CO2 partial pressure with a mass spec-
trometer; the resultingclockwise hysteresisis shown at the

bottom of Fig. 1. The reactivity was also monitored simulta-
neously with the photoelectron emission microscope as a
CO-pressure-dependent photocurrent, i.e., the image inten-
sity. This measurement is illustrated at the top of Fig. 1. Note
that the photocurrent~vertical! axis has negative orientation,
the same as often used in measurements of the work function
changeDF. Since the work function of the oxygen-covered
Pt~210! surface is higher~lower photocurrent, darker PEEM
image! than that of the CO-covered one, this measurement
also provides information about the predominant overall sur-
face coverage. The total circular surface area sampled by the
microscope was'380mm in diameter. The curve shown in
Fig. 1 was obtained by digital addition of the intensities of
several recorded PEEM images.

For increasing CO pressure~dpCO/dt.0! we observe
~top part of Fig. 1! a rather abrupt increase of the photocur-
rent ~decrease of the work function! around pCO
51.2–1.331025 Torr as the surface becomes covered with
CO. The reaction rate measurement indicates that this poi-
soning of the surface is accompanied by a transition to the
macroscopic stable steady state of low reactivity~also de-
noted asCO side!. On the way back~dpCO/dt,0! a more
abrupt decrease of the photocurrent occurs around 831026

Torr, indicative of the surface being covered with oxygen.
After this transition the reaction is in themacroscopic stable
steady state of high reactivity (oxygen side). For CO pres-
sures below 831026 Torr the reaction lies inmonostable
region A, for CO pressures above 1.331025 Torr in
monostable region Band between these two CO pressures in
theexperimental bistable region.

The transition points between the two stable steady
states are denoted in Fig. 1 astA and tB . In general we
define t as a point of transition between two qualitatively
different states of the system. While an external control pa-
rameter is changing, the macroscopic stable steady state of
high reactivity~low reactivity! originating from monostable
regionA(B) will loose its stability at the pointtA ~tB!.

According to Fig. 1, for low CO pressures
pCO,tB(F,pO2,T,b) the system remains in monostable re-

gion A, which is characterized by an almost completely
oxygen-covered surface with high reactivity. High CO pres-
surespCO.tA(F,pO2,T,b), on the other hand, move the

system into monostable regionB which represents a com-
pletely CO-covered~poisoned! Pt~210! surface with low re-
activity. The bistable region is located betweentA andtB .

For hysteresis, tA indicates the transition point between
the macroscopic stable steady state of high reactivity and the
stable steady state of low reactivity~from oxygen side to CO
side!, while tB marks the reverse transition. The observed
hysteresis in Fig. 1 isclockwisewith respect to the CO2
production rate. Note thattA.tB for a clockwise hysteresis.
We obtain the same hysteresis in the macroscopic reaction
rateand the coverage state of the sample, underlining again
the intimate internal connection between overall reactivity
and surface chemistry.

FIG. 1. Macroscopic hysteresis during CO oxidation on Pt~210! can be
observed by monitoring the photocurrent measured with the photoelectron
emission microscope~upper part! as well as the macroscopic reaction rate
~lower part!. The surface is covered either with oxygen~high reactivity! or
with CO ~low reactivity!. In reaction rate measurements the transition points
tA andtB are assigned to the experimentally well-defined maximum of the
reaction rate.
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2. Time dependence of the hysteresis

An important aspect to consider is thetime dependence
of the hysteresis: the form~width and direction! of the hys-
teresis loop may change depending on the scanning rateb or
may disappear entirely, as predicted in model simulations.21

Even though it may show time dependence experimentally, a
true hysteresisis defined by the fact that the region between
tA and tB represents an experimental bistable region
(tA.tB). To resolve this problem one must, in principle,
observe the clockwise hysteresis~Fig. 1! at a virtually neg-
ligible scanning rate, so that the system is at all times arbi-
trarily close to the macroscopic stable steady state. To this
end we have performed a series of experiments at constant
oxygen partial pressure and temperature in which the scan-
ning rate of the CO partial pressuredpCO/dt was systemati-
cally varied. The result of these measurements is shown in
Fig. 2, which consists of a series of four scanning cycles
performed with pO25431026 Torr ~left-hand side! and
pO25431025 Torr ~right-hand side!. Within each series the
time for a half-cycle~upwards or downwards! was varied
between 5 min and 8 h, as indicated on each measurement.
For high scanning rates a pronounced time dependence is
indeed observed. However, forpO25431026 Torr the time
dependence is very weak for low scanning rates, and an ex-
trapolation of the respective widths of the hysteresis~shown
in Fig. 3! suggests that a clockwise hysteresis remains as the
scanning rate of the CO pressure approaches values around
10210 to 10211 Torr/s. An inspection of the right-hand side of
Fig. 2 and the upper part of Fig. 3 reveals a major difficulty
with the aforementioned straightforward way of experimen-
tally determining the branches of the hysteresis~experimen-
tal bistable region!: Particularly at higher oxygen partial
pressures the first impression of a clockwise hysteresis
(tA.tB) may be utterly misleading—if the scanning rate is
sufficiently low a crossing of the two branches occurs, show-
ing that a counterclockwise hysteresis (tA,tB) is actually
characteristic for the reactivity state of the system.

3. Macroscopic cross-shaped phase diagram

The hysteresis measurements discussed above together
with additional measurements at higher oxygen pressures al-
low us to map the regions of monostable, bistable, and os-
cillatory behavior for CO oxidation on Pt~210! in the macro-
scopic isothermal phase diagram shown in Fig. 4. For low
oxygen pressures the CO pressure values attA and tB ob-
tained for the lowest scanning ratedpCO/dt are depicted as
unfilled triangles in this diagram. For an oxygen pressure of
431027 Torr and 431026 Torr the clockwise hysteresis with
tA.tB also remains for very slow scans, indicating the ex-
istence of an experimental bistable region. At 431025 Torr a
counterclockwise hysteresis is obtained for very slow scans.
Experiments on Pd~110! show5,33 that after a crossing of the
hysteresis even slower scan leads to the appearance of mac-
roscopic temporal oscillations. According to this experimen-
tal observation we regard the crossing of the hysteresis as an
indication of the existence of a region with macroscopic tem-
poral oscillatory behavior.

Formacroscopic temporal oscillationsthe pointstA and
tB denote the boundary of the oscillatory region, according
to our general definition oft. In contrast to the clockwise
hysteresis,tA,tB for macroscopic temporal oscillations. For
example, if the system originates from monostable regionB
and the CO pressure is decreased, macroscopic temporal os-
cillations are first observed atpCO5tB(F,pO2,T). With fur-

ther decrease of the CO pressure, the macroscopic temporal
oscillations persist as long aspCO.tA(F,pO2,T).

At higher pressures~pO2>431024 Torr! a less time-

consuming experimental method was used to determine the
pointstA andtB ~filled triangles!. At constant oxygen pres-
sure the CO pressure was varied in a stepwise fashion~3–5
min between each step! and the highest~tB! and lowest~tA!
values ofpCO for which oscillatory behavior of the macro-
scopic reaction rate is observed were used. Ehsasiet al.32

have characterized the macroscopic temporal oscillations on
Pt~210! with CO2 reaction rate measurements. It is shown
~Fig. 7 in Ref. 32! that macroscopic temporal oscillations
appeared which lasted at least 24 h. The observed macro-
scopic temporal oscillations are quite similar to the ones
found in our work. A single cycle is reproduced in Fig. 9; the
oscillations clearly appeared also while the data point at
pO2>431024 shown in Fig. 4 was taken.

By plotting the pointstA and tB for different oxygen
pressures at a constant temperature, the monostable, bistable,
and oscillatory regions are characterized in the macroscopic
isothermal phase diagram~Fig. 4!. Due to its characteristic
shape this diagram is also termedcross-shaped phase dia-
gram. For the investigated constant temperature of 413.2 K
the crossing point is located atpCO'531026 Torr andpO2
'231025 Torr.

Since the cross-shaped phase diagram is discussed ex-
tensively in a preceding paper dealing with CO oxidation on
Pd~110! ~Ref. 5! we only draw attention here to an important
and remarkable difference in the behavior observed for CO
oxidation on Pt~210! as compared to Pd~110!. While on
Pd~110! all processes~transitions between steady states, os-
cillations! occur on a short time scale~several seconds to a
few minutes! the respective phenomena appear to be greatly
retarded on Pt~210!. This accounts for the relative difficulty
in the determination of the~time-independent! isothermal
phase diagram for Pt~210! and the use of two different ex-
perimental procedures for the two systems.

B. Pattern formation in CO oxidation on Pt(210)

The photoelectron emission microscope allows a direct
observation of the lateral distribution of surface species dur-
ing the reaction on a mesoscopic scale for pressures below
731023 Torr. Since oscillations on Pt~210! appear at lower
pressures than on Pd~110!, it was possible to investigate the
formation of spatiotemporal patterns in the hysteresis and
oscillatory regions over an extended parameter regime only
on the Pt~210! surface. In earlier investigations on Pt~210!
examples of temporal32 and spatiotemporal oscillations34,35

have been studied for single sets of external control param-
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eters. Whereas Sanderet al.34 found only irregular patterns
on the~210! orientation of a cylindrical Pt single crystal, a
rich scenario of different spatiotemporal oscillations like tar-
get patterns and spirals were observed on a flat Pt~210!
surface.35

In this section we present results for five different con-
stant oxygen pressures. According to the macroscopic iso-

thermal phase diagram~Fig. 4! measurements presented in
Figs. 5 and 6 correspond to external control parameters be-
low the crossing point~hysteresis region!, while the condi-
tions in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 are located in the oscillatory region.
These experiments clearly demonstrate the different patterns
found in the hysteresis and oscillatory regions of the cross-
shaped phase diagram.

FIG. 2. A systematic variation of the scanning speed of the external control parameter~here the CO pressure! shows that a clockwise hysteresis is obtained
for a very low scanning rate at an oxygen pressure of 431026 Torr, while similar measurements at 431025 Torr yield a counterclockwise hysteresis. Very
slow macroscopic temporal oscillations should be possible at 431025 Torr, as experiments for Pd~110! show.
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It is important to note that the mesoscopic cross-shaped
phase diagram~Sec. III A! was obtained byvariation of the
CO pressure, while the patterns shown in this section were
investigated atconstantcontrol parameters. To clarify how
the patterns connect to the phase diagram we give further
information about the patterns that appear during CO pres-
sure variation in Figs. 2 and 3.

The variation of CO pressure at various constant oxygen
pressures in the range 431027 to 431025 Torr shows that
spatiotemporal patterns are formed during the transition be-
tween the different states of the system at both high and low
scanning speeds. With decreasing scanning speed the pat-
terns shown in the hysteresis experiments in Figs. 2 and 3
change continuously and come to resemble more and more
the patterns shown below obtained at constant external con-
trol parameters. However, even for very low experimental
scanning speeds the patterns can only be formed in a short
time interval. Only at constant external control parameters is
there enough time for their full development~Figs. 5–9!.

Note that the constant CO pressures chosen for the
PEEM experiments presented below lie in close proximity to
the lines formed by the transition pointstA andtB ~Fig. 4!.
During a change toward a CO pressure that lies farther away

from these lines of transition~far into the monostable region
A or B!, the observed transitions resemble those obtained at
higher scanning speeds. Many smaller islands form in addi-
tion to the larger ones, and the previously formed rudimen-
tary target patterns are quickly transformed into islands.
Thus the spatiotemporal patterns presented below in this sec-
tion reflect the behavior of the system in the neighborhood of
the lines formed by the transition pointstA andtB or in the
interior of the oscillatory region of the cross-shaped phase
diagram. ~A detailed description of the experiments with
PEEM images obtained at high and low scanning speeds is
the subject of a separate publication.! We emphasize that for
Pt~210! no oscillations have as of yet been observed with a
homogeneouschange of adsorbate coverage; patterns have
always been found on the surface.

Before looking at the results in detail, we recall the cor-
relation between the surface work function and the bright-
ness of the PEEM image mentioned in Sec. II. Areas with
high electron work function yield low photocurrent, which,
in turn, leads to dark regions in the PEEM image. Since the
work function increase on platinum is higher for a saturated

FIG. 3. An evaluation of the measurements shown in Fig. 2 clearly shows
how the lines made up of the transition pointstA andtB approach and cross
each other with decreasing CO pressure scanning speed at an oxygen pres-
sure of 431025 Torr, while at 431026 Torr these lines do not meet.

FIG. 4. The experimental isothermal phase diagram shows the bistable re-
gion at lower pressures and the oscillatory region at higher pressures. In the
monostable regionA the system is in the macroscopic stable steady state of
high reactivity and in the monostable regionB in the macroscopic stable
steady state of low reactivity.
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FIG. 5. In the hysteresis region far below the crossing point, oxygen islands~rows 1 and 2! and CO islands~rows 3 and 4! can be observed during the
transition between the respective macroscopic stable steady states. The external control parameters are indicated in the upper part of this and the following
figures. At the timet50 the pressure jump is made to the indicated value.
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FIG. 6. Immediately below the crossing point, oxygen islands~dark, rows 1 and 2! and CO islands~bright!, as well as CO waves~rows 3 and 4! appear.
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FIG. 7. In the oscillatory region above the crossing point, complicated spatiotemporal patterns form on the surface. The time intervalDt between successive
images is 60 s.
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FIG. 8. With increasing pressure farther from the crossing point, the movement of the reaction/diffusion fronts becomes more rapid and their width becomes
narrower. The local oscillator in the center of the target pattern also oscillates more rapidly.
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FIG. 9. At a high oxygen pressure far above the crossing point, adsorbate patterns on the surface become diffuse in a short time interval~top part!. The
macroscopic reaction rate~bottom part! is clearly correlated with the photocurrent from the surface area shown above. One oscillation period is shown.
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oxygen-covered area than for a CO-covered one, areas cov-
ered withoxygenalways appeardark in the PEEM image.
CO-covered regions are bright if surrounded by oxygen,
which is usually the case for those pressures at which high
local coverages are attained~above'131026 Torr!. They
can, however, appear relatively dark if surrounded by an un-
covered surface. An example for this rare exception is given
in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.

1. Pattern formation in the hysteresis region

The images in Fig. 5 were obtained for an oxygen pres-
sure of 431027 Torr, which is locatedfar below the crossing
point in the hysteresis region of the macroscopic isothermal
phase diagram~the remaining external control parameters,
the time after the pressure jump and the time intervalDt
between successive images are given in the figures!. This
figure displays two series of PEEM images, each series ob-
tained at a different CO pressure. The upper two rows~Figs.
5.1 and 5.2! display the growing of oxygen islands, and the
lower two rows~Figs. 5.3 and 5.4! show CO islands grow-
ing.

These series were obtained with the following proce-
dure: First a CO pressure is established~pCO25431027

Torr! at which the surface is completely covered with CO or
oxygen. Next a pressure jump is made by quickly adjusting
the pressure controller to a CO pressure value at which the
growth of CO islands~jump to higherpCO! or oxygen islands
~jump to lower pCO! is possible. It takes 5–10 s for the
chamber pressure to adjust to the new value set by the con-
troller. The external control parameters are kept constant af-
ter this pressure jump. The time at which the electronic regu-
lation to the new CO pressure begins is defined as the
beginning of the measurement~t50!. The small shadow in
the lower left corner of each image is an experimental arti-
fact.

The growth of oxygen islands can be seen in Figs. 5.1
and 5.2 at a CO pressure of 1.631027 Torr. The first image
@Fig. 5.1~a!# shows the situation 300 s after the pressure
jump. There are clearly some mesoscopic defects on the sur-
face with a diameter between 1 and 10mm. Small oxygen
islands are visible at two defects on the right-hand side of the
image. In the next picture@Fig. 5.1~b!# two more oxygen
islands have formed on the surface. An oxygen island grows
in the following sequence of images from the lower right of
the surrounding surface into the imaged area. This sequence
shows that the islands grow with time until the whole surface
is completely covered with oxygen. The reaction is now in
the macroscopic stable steady state of high reactivity~oxy-
gen side!.

The second series~Figs. 5.3 and 5.4! at pCO53.831027

Torr shows the same surface area. In contrast to oxygen is-
lands, CO islands are formed at almost every mesoscopic
defect visible on the surface. All CO islands in the observed
area are formed in a narrow time interval with similar diam-
eter during the growth. At first a small bright ring is visible
around the islands, which may be attributed to surrounding
lower coverages of CO and/or oxygen. The CO islands

spread with time over the whole Pt~210! surface in the same
manner as the oxygen islands. In the end the surface is com-
pletely covered with CO and the reaction is in the macro-
scopic stable steady state of low reactivity~CO side!. Both
series demonstrate that under these conditions the phase tran-
sition between the two macroscopic stable steady states pro-
ceeds via a growth of several large islands.

Figure 6 presents images obtained at an oxygen pressure
of 431026 Torr. This oxygen pressure isjust below the
crossing pointof the macroscopic cross-shaped phase dia-
gram in Fig. 4, but still in the hysteresis region. The experi-
mental procedure is the same as described above for Fig. 5.
The transition from the macroscopic stable steady state of
low reactivity to the macroscopic stable steady state of high
reactivity again proceeds via oxygen island growth~Figs. 6.1
and 6.2!. In this experiment, however, only a single oxygen
island is formed in the observed area. Remarkably,no oxy-
gen islands develop at the other five visible mesoscopic de-
fects. The shape of the single oxygen island is perfectly cir-
cular. A more complicated situation is obtained in Figs. 6.3
and 6.4, where the surface is first covered with oxygen and
then a pressure jump is made to a CO pressure at which CO
islands can grow. Note that different crystal positions are
depicted in Figs. 6.3~a!–6.3~c!, showing that the same pro-
cesses occur on the entire surface. Again a CO island is
formed at almost every defect with a diameter between 1 and
10mm. After a certain time interval an oxygen island grows
inside some of the CO islands, leaving only circular CO
waves behind. These waves break up into two semicircles
whose ends start to curve inward@Figs. 6.3~c! and 6.3~d!#. If
the four ends of these opposing waves had not mutually an-
nihilated each other, they would have formed spirals@Figs.
6.4~a! and 6.4~b!#, as discussed in Ref. 36 and shown in
simulations.37 In the following images one can see how these
patterns slowly disappear@Figs. 6.4~b! and 6.4~c!#. Finally
the surface is almost completely covered with oxygen again
@Fig. 6.4~c!#. After several minutes, however, a similar se-
quence begins to develop@Fig. 6.4~d!#; a stable CO-covered
surface was not observed under these conditions. Therefore it
seems that at this oxygen pressure a small region exists in the
neighborhood of linetA in Fig. 4, in which spatiotemporal
oscillations are possible.

2. Pattern formation in the oscillatory region

According to the macroscopic cross-shaped phase dia-
gram a further increase in oxygen pressure to 431025 Torr
~Fig. 7! leads to conditionsimmediately above the crossing
point, where oscillations can occur. The time intervalDt
between the pictures in the following sequence~Figs. 7.1–
7.4! is 60 s. At the start of the sequence the surface was
almost completely covered with CO. 60 s after the jump
from a CO pressure in monostable regionB down to
pCO59.131026 Torr @Fig. 7.1~a!#, many oxygen islands
arise at mesoscopic defects on the CO-covered surface. CO
islands again develop at these defects inside the oxygen-
covered regions, resulting in the development of a target pat-
tern. This process leads to complicated patterns such as tar-
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get patterns and spirals in the following images~Figs. 7.2
and 7.3!. In the lower part of these images one end of a wave
begins to curl inward, thereby forming a one-armed spiral.
On the left side another wave is visible, each end of which
curls up in opposite directions~Fig. 7.2!. In Fig. 7.4 the
crystal was moved to show that the whole surface is covered
with these complicated patterns and no extended CO islands
remain.

Figure 8 shows PEEM images at an oxygen pressure of
431024 Torr, which is located in the oscillatory regionwell
above the crossing pointin Fig. 4. The same surface area is
shown as in Fig. 5. Only 20 s after the CO pressure change,
CO islands and target patterns develop at the defects. At
these same defects CO islands had appeared in Fig. 5 at
lower oxygen pressures. The patterns developing in Fig. 8
spread over the whole surface. At the upper right of the
images a target patterns with significantly longer period than
that of the other patterns takes shape. The last image@Fig.
8.4~d!# shows two neighboring one-armed spirals.

We emphasize that the images discussed above~Figs.
6.3, 6.4, 7, and 8! show the development of patternsimme-
diatelyafter a CO pressure jump. In the frame of the present
work we cannot go into the detailedfurther temporal devel-
opment of these patterns. It may, for example, be possible
that after a sufficiently long time interval a transition to the
CO side occurs, succeeding the measurements presented in
Figs. 6.3 and 6.4. Figures 7 and 8 show only the beginning of
the temporal evolution of the patterns which subsequently
become increasingly complex~not shown in Figs. 7 and 8!,
leading finally to a completely CO-covered surface. The de-
velopment of spatiotemporal oscillations can thus go hand in
hand with very slow~temporal! oscillations in the reaction
rate. Therefore temporal as well as spatiotemporal oscilla-
tions can exist, which is indicative of coupling via the gas
phase and via reaction/diffusion fronts. It is not yet clear,
however, if this behavior can in fact be attributed to the
superposition of spatiotemporal oscillations and macroscopic
temporal oscillations via gas phase coupling or an internal
feedback. Another experimental problem with might be con-
nected with the present observation of the further temporal
pattern evolution concerns the change in the probe position
with reference to the PEEM aperture~performed after the
measurements shown in the images of Figs. 7 and 8!, by
virtue of which the local CO pressure above the sample is
slightly altered. In order to observe either temporal or spa-
tiotemporal oscillations alone, significantly longer measure-
ment times would be required, however. To obtain an idea of
how temporal reaction rate oscillations go hand in hand with
spatiotemporal oscillation we show the correlation between
PEEM images and the photocurrent measured at an elevated
oxygen pressure.

Figure 9 shows such a measurement at an oxygen pres-
sure of 431023 Torr. This figure is divided into two parts,
the upper part showing a series of PEEM images, the lower
part displaying the integrated photocurrent simultaneously
derived from the area~380mm diam! observed by the pho-
toelectron emission microscope, along with the overall CO2
production rate measured macroscopically with the mass

spectrometer. The lower part of the figure is accompanied by
references to the corresponding PEEM pictures in the upper
part.

The local photocurrent is correlated with the macro-
scopic reaction rate in every detail during the measurement.
With other external control parameters kept constant, the CO
pressure was decreased slightly two times in order to trigger
the oscillatory cycle, which begins after the second small
pressure decrease. Again at almost every observable surface
defect small oxygen islands develop@Fig. 9.1~a!#. Due to the
high reactivity of the oxygen-covered surface, the overall
detectable CO2 production rate starts to increase. After a cer-
tain time a CO adlayer forms inside some of these islands
@Figs. 9.1~a! and 9.1~b!#. The formed oxygen waves unite
and finally disappear with increasing size@Figs. 9.1~b! and
9.1~c!#. At this stage the surface isleft covered with small
irregular CO and oxygen islands. Now the reactivity de-
creases and the borders of the small islands become sharper
@Fig. 9.2~a!#. Next fast oscillations with small amplitudes
develop on the high reactive branch of the slow relaxation-
type oscillatory cycle~oscillation between an almost com-
pletely CO-covered and oxygen-covered surface state!. It is
evident that at the following relative minimum@Fig. 9.2~b!#
and maximum of the reactivity@Fig. 9.2~c!# both CO and
oxygen are present on the surface. During the oscillation
cycle CO and oxygen exist in small islands on the surface.
After approximately 520 s the oscillatory cycle has reached
its maximum reactivity with high oxygen coverage, where-
upon the surface shows a transition to the CO side, being
finally poisoned by CO and showing low reactivity@Fig.
9.2~d!#. The succeeding oscillatory cycles~not shown in Fig.
9! behave in a similar manner.

The slow relaxation-type oscillatory cycle discussed here
was also observed by Ehsasiet al. on a Pt~210! single
crystal.32 About 2 h after the observation of this cycle very
regular, slow relaxation-type oscillations with a period be-
tween 200 and 300 s were obtained. Significantly faster mac-
roscopic temporal oscillations have seldom been observed on
this crystal. PEEM images of such rare fast macroscopic
temporal oscillations19 show patterns similar to those of Fig.
9.2.

3. Properties of fronts and local oscillators

Spatiotemporal oscillations propagate from the local os-
cillators, which are usually bound to defects. This makes
possible an analysis of the velocity of the reaction/diffusion
fronts as well as the period of the local oscillators. Since a
certain anisotropy exists in the front motion, the front veloc-
ity is always calculated in the four o’clock direction in the
images, which is the direction of greatest front velocity for
higher pressures. Table I shows that the velocity of the
reaction/diffusion fronts increases with oxygen pressure,
whereas the period of local oscillators decreases with pres-
sure. Furthermore it can be seen in Figs. 7 and 8 that the
width of the waves also increases with oxygen pressure.
Since the patterns are very diffuse at 431023 Torr, the pe-
riod of the local oscillator cannot be determined. It should be
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noted that the CO pressure also has an effect on the front
velocity and the period of the local oscillators; the values
given in the table therefore represent only order-of-
magnitude values for the respective oxygen pressure.

IV. DISCUSSION

We emphasize here the correlation of the patterns ob-
served on the surface with the experimental macroscopic
cross-shaped phase diagram and propose experimentally
well-founded requirements for mathematical simulations.
The importance of the phase diagram in reference to the
reaction mechanism will only receive marginal attention, as
this has already been discussed in detail in previous work on
Pd~110!.5 In addition we discuss the occurrence of macro-
scopic temporal oscillations and spatiotemporal pattern
which are formed during CO oxidation on Pt~210!. Finally
we compare the patterns found on Pt~210! with those found
on other single-crystal surfaces.

A. Construction of the macroscopic isothermal phase
diagram

The first part of the section on experimental results
showed the measurement procedure used for obtaining the
macroscopic isothermal phase diagram for CO oxidation on
Pt~210!, while the second part presented mesoscopic PEEM
images of adsorbate patterns for several oxygen pressures.
An important result of this first part is that hysteresis is ob-
served on Pt~210! at lower, and oscillatory behavior at higher
pressures, as can be seen in the resulting cross-shaped phase
diagram.

For lower pressures just above the crossing point, the
oscillatory region was determined by a continuous variation
of the CO pressure, showing counterclockwise hysteresis
~Fig. 2!. The experiments in Figs. 2 and 3 reveal a clockwise
hysteresis for fast scans of the CO pressure and a counter-
clockwise hysteresis for slow scans, indicative of macro-
scopic temporal oscillations at very low scanning rate. Simi-
lar experiments for Pd~110! show that after such a hysteresis
crossing, macroscopic temporal oscillations appear for much
slower scans.5,33 The experimental result in Figs. 2 and 3
thus makes plausible the hypothesis that macroscopic tempo-
ral oscillations can already take place under these conditions.
An experimental confirmation of a macroscopic oscillatory
behavior near the crossing point may be difficult, however,

because the oscillatory region is quite narrow and the periods
of macroscopic temporal oscillations on Pt~210! will be very
long.

Further it was shown that the inherent properties of the
examined system must be taken into account during the ex-
perimental construction of this phase diagram. An important
aspect of CO oxidation on Pt~210! is that temporal processes
occur much more slowly on this crystal than on Pt~110! or
Pd~110!. From Fig. 2 it is evident that hysteresis can be
observed, at least in the oscillatory region, if the external
control parameter is varied too rapidly. If measurements
were only performed in which the parameter is varied rap-
idly, a phase diagram would result which would feign a sys-
tem in which no oscillations occur. This result would clearly
have far-reaching consequences for the theoretical construc-
tion of the reaction mechanism; although the bistable region
is predicted qualitatively by the Langmuir–Hinshelwood
mechanism, oscillations are not.

B. Connection between experiments and reaction
mechanism

Experiments and model calculations show that the reac-
tion mechanism for an oscillating homogeneous system for
which a computed macroscopic cross-shaped phase diagram
is found must formally be made up of at least two
subsystems.13,38One subsystem reflects the bistability of the
reaction, and the other is responsible for a slow feedback
process. For CO oxidation on single-crystal surfaces the
Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism describes an inherent
bistability; the feedback process necessary for oscillations
remains controversial, however. Two prime candidates for
the latter process are~1! a change in surface morphology
@development of~110! facets and their reconstruction30# and
~2! an additional oxygen state, like subsurface oxygen, oxide,
etc.19,39

Mathematical formulations of the reaction mechanism
based on the Langmuir–Hinshelwood reaction steps and one
of the aforementioned alternative feedback processes yield
computed macroscopic kinetic phase diagrams showing re-
active regions as a function of external control
parameters.40,41These simulations show the degree to which
the reaction steps and other included assumptions can, in
principle, describe the macroscopic catalytic reaction.

Sanderet al.30 have discussed a close similarity between
the oscillatory mechanisms for Pt~210! and Pt~110! and state:

The faceting process is essential for kinetic oscillations
on Pt(210) since it produces the (110) terraces on
which the CO-induced 131�132 phase transition can
proceed. The 131�132 phase transition has been
shown to be the actual driving force of the oscillations
on Pt(210). The oscillation mechanism can thus be de-
scribed as a two-stage faceting/phase transition mecha-
nism whose elementary steps are the same as in the
oscillatory system Pt(110)/CO1O2.

This would indicate that simulations performed for
Pt~110! should in principle—at least qualitatively—describe
the CO oxidation also on Pt~210!, which has, however, not

TABLE I. Dependence of front velocity and period of local oscillators on
oxygen pressure.

Oxygen pressure
~Torr!

Period of local oscillators
Front velocity~mm/s! ~s!

431027 CO island: 0.065 ~no oscillations!
oxygen island: 0.13

431026 CO island: 0.13 ~no oscillations!
oxygen island: 0.33

431025 0.28 65
431024 0.7 17
431023 1.2 -
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been proved to be the case. Using the reconstruction mecha-
nism, a detailed computed macroscopic isothermal phase
diagram was obtained for CO oxidation on Pt~110!.9,40 In
this computed cross-shaped phase diagram a bistable region
is located at higher pressures and an oscillatory region at
lower pressures. In addition, the oscillatory region narrows
with increasing pressures. These findings conflict with the
obtained experimental cross-shaped phase diagram for
Pt~210! ~Fig. 4!. The reconstruction mechanism therefore
cannot reproduce the salient features of the phase diagram
for Pt~210! discussed here, at least not as long as further
simulations could revert the orientation of the bistable and
oscillatory region in the isothermal phase diagram.

We have to emphasize here that this disagreement be-
tween experimental and computed phase diagram is not a
sufficient condition to rule out the reconstruction mechanism
as the cause for oscillations on Pt~210!. Also for the oscilla-
tory CO oxidation on Pd~110! the computed phase diagram
had in the beginning an inverted orientation as the experi-
mental phase diagram. An additional improvement of the
subsurface oxygen model by Hartmannet al.42 results in a
qualitatively right orientation of the computed cross-shaped
phase diagram.

Nevertheless new TDS experiments with oxygen adsorp-
tion on Pt~210! from Moldenhaueret al.39 show that addi-
tional oxygen binding states are formed at elevated oxygen
exposures. These new states could not be saturated up to
very large exposures and likely indicate subsurface oxygen
species. This species, which has been shown to cause oscil-
latory behavior of the CO oxidation on Pd~110! could also
play a decisive role in the oscillations on Pt~210!. It is re-
markable in this context that the computed cross-shaped
phase diagram obtained for Pd~110! ~Ref. 42! on the basis of
the subsurface oxygen mechanism exhibits qualitative simi-
larities with the experimental cross-shaped phase diagram for
Pt~210!. All in all, further investigations are certainly neces-
sary to explore the origin of the kinetic oscillations and the
experimental cross-shaped phase diagram for the CO oxida-
tion on Pt~210!.

C. Connection between mesoscopic spatiotemporal
patterns and (macroscopic) phase diagrams

Additional information about model equations and the
reaction mechanism is gained by a comparison of the pat-
terns obtained in the experiments and simulations, respec-
tively. The appearance of specific patterns that depend on
external control parameters has been mapped experimentally
only twice in the parameter space, namely for the reaction
between CO and oxygen on Pt~110! at constant oxygen
pressure8 and for the CO1NO reaction on Pt~100! at a con-
stant NO pressure.43

For the case of CO oxidation by oxygen on Pt~110!,
spirals were found throughout the examined temperature
range 380–520 K. For temperatures between approximately
470 and 520 K localized patterns termed solitary oxygen
waves were found on the CO side just outside of the spiral
region. Another type of behavior termed double metastability

was found at temperatures between 380 and 470 K, localized
on the oxygen side just outside the spiral region. In this
domain islands arise and grow. In the interior of these islands
another island made up of the other adsorbate can form at a
different defect, thus leading to alternating CO and oxygen
islands.

The results for CO oxidation on Pt~210! shown here per-
mit, for the first time, the association of various mesoscopic
adsorbate patterns with an independently determined experi-
mental macroscopic kinetic phase diagram. Furthermore this
macroscopic isothermal phase diagram displays not just a
single region of hysteresis or oscillations but both regions
connected to each other in one parameter plane. To facilitate
an overview over the complex behavior encountered in this
system, Fig. 10 outlines the main observations by showing
schematically the experimental macroscopic cross-shaped
phase diagram of Fig. 4 together with the mesoscopic pat-
terns observed at different oxygen pressures presented sepa-
rately above in Figs. 5–9.

If the CO pressure is high in relation to the oxygen pres-
sure, then the surface will be completely covered with CO
~monostable region B!, while low CO pressures lead to a
surface predominately covered with oxygen~monostable re-
gion A!. Below the crossing point~lower pressures! these
two monostable states are separated by an experimental
bistable region in which the surface is homogeneously cov-
ered with CO~Fig. 10.3! or oxygen~Fig. 10.1!, depending on
the previous conditions. Inside the experimental bistable re-
gion no patterns are formed if the external control parameter
is changed from values in a monostable region to a value in
the experimental bistable region. A change of an external
control parameter moving the system from one monostable
region to the other leads to CO or oxygen islands forming at

FIG. 10. The schematic cross-shaped phase diagram shows the monostable,
bistable, and oscillatory regions and indicates the spatiotemporal patterns
that form in them.
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inhomogeneities~defects! and spreading over the whole sur-
face~Fig. 10 sequence 1, 2, 3 and 3, 4, 1!. This agrees with
the observation of island formation during CO oxidation on
Pt~111!.19,20 For that system only monostable and bistable
regions were observed, and the transitions between macro-
scopic stable steady states also occur via island growth. For
Pt~111! special prepared islands remain stable inside the ex-
perimental bistable region without a motion of the fronts. We
emphasize once more that the experimental bistable region is
located inside the computed bistable region~assisted nucle-
ation region!. Of course one can observe island growth in the
rest of the computed bistable region which is, as pointed out
above, wider than the experimental bistable region.

Not far below the crossing point a small region appears
next to the line formed by the transition pointstA , in which
single waves form together with CO islands~Fig. 10.5!. The
present measurements do not reveal further detail about the
boundaries of this region and its exact location in the neigh-
borhood of the crossing point. At pressures above the cross-
ing point the oscillatory region is located between the
monostable regions A and B; here complex spatiotemporal
oscillatory patterns such as target patterns and spirals~Fig.
10.6! are encountered. The patterns originate from defects,
similar to the formation of islands, but here an adsorbate
layer of the other reactant soon forms inside a previously
established pattern. Far above the crossing point, finally,
many small islandlike patterns are observed~Fig. 10.7!.

Over the whole parameter range surveyed no region was
found in which oscillations are accompanied by a homoge-
neous, global change of adsorbate coverage. A change of an
external control parameter moving the system from one
monostable region to the other leads to CO~Fig. 10 from 1 to
2! or oxygen islands~Fig. 10 from 3 to 4! forming at inho-
mogeneities~defects! and spreading over the whole surface.

The qualitative observation that simple islands form be-
low the crossing point and complex patterns like spirals and
target patterns form above it can be understood as the in-
creasing influence with pressure of a slow-acting feedback
process. This process also seems to play an important role in
the formation of spatiotemporal oscillations on a mesoscopic
scale. Its effect is enhanced at the defects and leads to the
appearance of spatiotemporal oscillations, whose various
spatial patterns~especially waves, target patterns, and spi-
rals! show regular geometric shapes. Subsequent interaction
among these regular patterns then leads with time to diverse
irregular patterns.

The results make clear that the macroscopic phase dia-
gram is correlated with the main features of pattern forma-
tion on a mesoscopic scale. On a macroscopic scale a pro-
posed reaction mechanism must at least predict hysteresis at
lower oxygen pressures and oscillations at higher pressures.
Further taking into account mesoscopic spatial adsorbate
structures would also include island growth as the process of
transition between macroscopic stable steady states~Figs. 5
and 6!. In theexperimentalbistable regionno patternswere
observed. In the oscillatory regime complicated spatiotempo-
ral patterns appear, the most striking of which are target
patterns and spirals~Figs. 7 and 8!. At high oxygen pressures

far above the crossing point, small islandlike patterns appear
on the surface~Fig. 9!. These findings represent a list of
phenomena that a proposed reaction mechanism should pre-
dict.

D. Comparison of pattern formation with other
systems

For model calculations it is important to know wherein
the differences and similarities in pattern formation during
CO oxidation on Pt~210! and other single-crystal surfaces lie.
Evidently the experimental characterization of such systems
@CO oxidation on Pt~210! and on other investigated surfaces#
is by no means complete, and thus a conclusive discussion of
pattern formation is at present not possible. A common fea-
ture of the pattern observed on the studied surfaces@Pt~100!
~Ref. 44!, Pt~110! ~Refs. 7, 8!, Pt~210! ~Ref. 6!, and Pd~110!
~Ref. 45!# is the formation of waves, which make up such
more complex pattern as traveling waves, target pattern, and
spirals. Pt~100! is somewhat exempt from this general rule;
up to now a spiral-like pattern was observed momentarily in
only a few instances on this surface.44 In most cases islands,
target pattern, and spirals propagate from defects on the sur-
face of the single crystals. It is remarkable that spatiotempo-
ral patterns form in great number on Pt~110! and Pt~210!,
while their observation on Pt~100! and Pd~110! seems to
bring on pronounced difficulties, the physicochemical cause
of which has remained unclear.

A remarkable and fascinating type of pattern very dis-
tinct from all other patterns discussed above was observed on
Pt~110!.7 These patterns, known as standing waves, exhibit
various structures usually made up of deformed quasirectan-
gular wave trains. Certain segments are offset by a half-
period against each other, leading to a diversity of patterns.
The oscillatory cycle repeats in time intervals of less than 1s,
resembling alternating positive and negative images.

The literature8,28,43and the present work show that it is
important for a systematic, methodical study of spatiotempo-
ral patterns to characterize these as a function of their exter-
nal control parameters. Proceeding from such studies it is
possible to discuss in more detail the similarities and differ-
ences between the various surfaces. By comparing simula-
tions with the experiments it may then be possible to extract
characteristic physical parameters which determine certain
patterns. Such an effort would yield not only a set of images
of surface patterns, but, with their correlation to the control
parameters, also a deeper insight into the processes relevant
for heterogeneous catalytic reactions.
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